Requirements for suppressor T cell activation.
Third-order (Ts3) suppressor cells are generated after conventional immunization. These cells, however, will not mediate suppressor cell function unless specifically triggered by an activating signal, termed TsF2. This report analyzes the mechanism of this TsF2-mediated triggering event. TsF2-mediated suppression is genetically restricted by genes in the I-J and Igh-V regions. The target of the I-J restrictions is a firmly adherent accessory cell, which appears to express I-J-related determinants. These accessory cells are sensitive to cyclophosphamide treatment and 500 R irradiation. In contrast, the target of the Igh-V restriction of TsF2 appears to be the Ts3 cell, which carries antigen-specific, idiotype-related receptors. The mechanism of suppressor cell activation appears to involve two stages. Presentation of I-J-restricted TsF2 by I-J-compatible presenting cells and a second step involving idiotype-anti-idiotype interactions between TsF2 and the Ts3 cell. I-J compatibility is not required with the accessory cell for Ts3 activation. Finally, we hypothesize that the anti-idiotypic determinants expressed on TsF2 can serve as an internal image of antigen, thereby permitting specific targeting of the factor.